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ProfilGate installations with black or blue brush strips capture 
moisture, dirt and dust between warehouse and production areas and 
from outside to inside areas, respectively. Perfect for smaller trucks, all 
kind of forklifts and tugger trains which are typically used within the 

automotive industry. 



Entrance Gates 
Two ProfilGate 4x6 “b65“ installations with blue brush strips cover the 
entrance areas of different production facilities. Those solutions clean 

several hundred forklift tires and soles every day effectively directly at 
the entrance zone. 



Dirt Capturing 
ProfilGate brushes off regular dirt and even mud from vehicle tires and 
shoe soles. The dirt is captured in a tray beneath the brushes and is not 
carried into sensible areas. Positive side effect: Instead of cleaning the 

complete facility, you only need to empty the ProfilGate trays. 



Floor Protection 
This ProfilGate 5x12 “b55” installation in the middle of the production 

area is also a very effective cleaning solution for vehicles with large 
tires. It protects the company’s new shiny floor from being scratched. 

Thus ProfilGate reduces drastically refurbishment costs. 



Paintshops 
Paintshops often need special attention, when it comes to cleanliness. 
Even the smallest dust particles can have a huge impact on the paint 
result. Paintshops ProfilGate captures dirt before it gets carried into a 

paintshop, sometimes even before changing rooms.  



Special Application: Small Tugger Trains 

Two ProfilGate “i45“ installations inside engine production facilities. In 
this case typicial small tugger trains with polyurethane rolls cross the 

ProfilGate i45. Note the smooth surface of the stainless steel grate in the 
close up picture below. It helps to ensure a smooth driving. 



Special Application: AGV 
A ProfilGate “b65“ installation brushes the tires of AGVs (Automated 
Guided Vehicle), a vehicle type more and more used in the Automotive 

Industry. ProfilGate perfectly goes together with these systems, no 
matter if they are guided by optical, magnetic or inductive lines.  



Conclusion: The patented ProfilGate system has gained worldwide 
acceptance within just 6 years of being in the market.  

Not only this, it has proved to be a crucial component in all major 
automotive manufacturers and suppliers in the context of striving for 

an optimum of so-called “technical cleanliness” in their facilities. 


